TP-2Rho Is a Sensitive Solvatochromic Red-Shifted Probe for Monitoring the Interactions between CDK4 and Cyclin D.
Understanding the intricate steps of protein kinase regulation requires characterization of protein-protein interactions between the catalytic subunit, its regulatory partners and the substrate. Fluorescent probes are useful tools with which to study such interactions and to gain insight into their affinities and specificities. Solvatochromic probes, which display changes in their fluorescence emission in response to changes in the polarity of the medium, are particularly attractive. Here we describe conjugation of a switchable fluorescent dye, TP-2Rho, to peptide and protein derivatives of cyclin-dependent kinase 4 (CDK4) and its application to characterization of the interactions between the catalytic subunit of this kinase, its regulatory partner cyclin D1 and a peptide substrate. We demonstrate the sensitivity of TP-2Rho in relation to of those other dyes used for monitoring peptide-protein and protein-protein interactions. Moreover, we show that TP-Rho-labelled peptides can be introduced into living cells to probe endogenous CDK4/cyclin D.